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Chapter 1695

“Anyone who can be cultivated to be immortal and immortal, in addition to powerful
spirits, often has a very strong physical body, because the physical body will carry the
energy you cultivate. So. Do you understand what I mean?” Xiaobai turned helplessly. A
blank eye.

“You mean, if you give Qin Shuang the body of an immortal powerful figure…” How
could George Han not understand.

George Han was the first beneficiary of his own bones, and the benefits of such a
powerful golden body were beyond description.

If Qin Shuang can also get a good golden body, then she can not only remove the
poison from her body, but on the contrary will greatly increase her skill!

“Where can I find this body?” George Han asked in confusion.

But as soon as he said it, he regretted it. Because it is obvious that the answer is already
ready.

George Han was a little slower to react, and Xiaobai was falling to the ground in pain,
what he was expecting. After reincarnation, he retrieved his physical body, and then put
it on the new body, so that he could quickly recover a lot of strength.

“I am strong, which means you are strong, are you sure you really want to do this?”
Xiaobai struggled for the last time.

“En.” George Han nodded firmly.

Although his strength is currently urgently needed, his conscience cannot be avoided.
Qin Shuang almost took his life because of himself, and he still cares about the gains
and losses. Is that still a human? !

“Okay, but I’m the ugly word ahead. My physical body is not easy to take. In order to
deal with me, the Void School didn’t work hard, so…” Xiaobai said.

George Han nodded, he knew that the one that could suppress the Beast King must be
something extraordinary. But this is the only chance to save Qin Shuang.

“Also, you have to live for Qin Shuang. Otherwise, even if you get the golden body. She
may not be able to live until then.” Xiaobai nodded.

“How can I help her renew her life!” George Han said strangely.



With his own cultivation base, let alone renewing his life, it is a problem to heal people.
Although there are two great energy in the body, George Han can’t use it.

“You…the energy in your body is huge, you ask me how to continue?” Xiaobai obviously
didn’t expect George Han to answer like this.

in fact. He was willing to compromise and become a favorite. On the one hand, he had
to do this because it was indeed forced by the form.

On the other hand, he was also able to detect two powerful abilities in George Han’s
body.

Fortunately, the black energy, but the golden energy is a huge energy that is rare in his
life.

“He is not very good at controlling it for the time being.” Lin Long said awkwardly.

Xiaobaiton time is a bit petrified there. What I wanted to say was instantly stuck in my
throat.

“However, you don’t need to worry too much. There are still other ways to extend her
life.” Lin Long said.

As soon as he said this, George Han exhaled, as long as he could help him continue his
life, he was really worried. At that time, it would take a lot of time to find the golden body,
and Qin Shuang couldn’t hold on to that time.

“Then what should I do.” George Han asked suspiciously.

“Find a place with water first.”

George Han nodded. I immediately thought of the spring water at the beginning, so he
hurried to hold Qin Shuang and ran there. At this time, Qin Shuang almost lost
consciousness and fell into a coma. George Han also knew that the situation was urgent,
so he raced against time. Run over there.

Along the way, he didn’t care about the thorns in the jungle and his feet were covered
with scars, he just wanted to hurry to the spring.

Arrived by the spring. George Han quickly put Qin Shuang down gently, at this time.
Linlong said to him: “Now, you feed her some water.”

Feed water?

Not only George Han was puzzled. Even Xiao Bai is extremely confused, Qin Shuang is
already in danger, what can he do by drinking some water?



“You don’t know that there is warm energy in this spring water. As long as Qin Shuang
drinks more, he can rely on this energy to control it.”

At this time, George Han also felt a bit of a dead horse as a living horse doctor, and
when he was on the earth, people who were poisoned would indeed drink a lot of water
to dilute the poison in the body. From a principled point of view, it was also said.

Xiaobai looked at Linlong’s serious nonsense, and his mind was full of question marks.

What kind of salvation is this? !

George Han hurriedly searched for a few leaves, then took the water and thought of Qin
Shuang to drink, but at this time Qin Shuang didn’t even have consciousness, where
could he drink the water? Even if it can be poured into her mouth, she can’t swallow it.

George Han frowned and tried desperately several times, but Qin Shuang didn’t realize
it at all.

George Han looked at Linlong, trying to find a way from him. Linlong clearly showed a
sneer that was imperceptible in the first second, but at this time he said with a serious
face: “Find a way, if she can’t drink water, Immortal Daluo can’t be saved either.”

“But…but she can’t drink it.” George Han said anxiously, he was more anxious than
anyone else, seeing as if he could save people, he couldn’t do anything.

“It’s very simple, use your human methods.” Linlong forced a smile and said to George
Han.

“The human method?”

“Mouth to mouth.” Lin Long said.

Chapter 1696

“Mouth-to-mouth?” George Han was taken aback.

How can this be!

There is only Amelia Su in his heart. Any woman in front of him is the past, and he can’t
do things that are sorry for Amelia Su.

George Han shook his head resolutely and said, “No.”

Qilin helplessly persuaded: “Then do you have other ways to feed her water? Also, your
thinking is too complicated, okay? This is saving people, where did you think about it? If
you are like this, the earth’s artificial Hasn’t the breath been lost long ago?”



George Han glanced at Qin Shuang. Her condition is already very bad, besides, what
Linlong said is reasonable. This is to save people and should not be distracting.

Thinking of this, George Han gritted his teeth, swallowed his heart, and after taking a sip
in his mouth, he came to Qin Shuang’s face, looked at her thin lips, and George Han
leaned forward gently.

Her lips are soft and cold. There is a fragrant scent in a kiss, and a kind of inductance
spreads throughout the body.

George Han felt the blood boil in his body instantly, and an inexplicable impulse hit his
brain. However, George Han is not that kind of person after all. Although he reflects on
his body, his head is clear.

Reason defeating impulse, George Han gently sent water to Qin Shuang’s mouth.

At this moment, Lin Long, who was standing by, showed a meaningful smile. Xiaobai
looked at George Han strangely, and asked, “Can this spring really save people?”

Linlong smiled and said, “Of course not.”

Xiaobai also understands that the spring of the Forest of Beasts cannot heal people, so
it is very strange: “Then you let him save people this way. If the best time for treatment is
delayed, what should I do.”

Linlong shook his head: “No, he is already saving people. Although spring water can’t
save people, he can. There is a mysterious power in him, far beyond your imagination,
but he doesn’t know how. Use. So, the only way is to passively let him lose some energy
to Qin Shuang.”

Xiaobai suddenly realized: “So, feeding water is also fake, what you want is each
other…”

Linlong nodded. He understood the character of George Han and knew that he was
loyal to Amelia Su. If he simply asked him to pass his own energy to Qin Shuang, it
would be difficult for him to accept it for a while.

But feeding water is much better.

As George Han irrigated mouthful after mouthful, as Linlong expected, George Han’s
energy was slowly absorbed by Qin Shuang. This energy was mysterious and extremely
powerful in Linlong’s expectation. , Even if there is one point, Qin Shuang’s continued
life is definitely not a problem.

Soon, Qin Shuang gradually became conscious, and a warm breath in his body spread
all over the body from his mouth, and the toxins in his body began to be suppressed.
Feeling the strangeness of his lips, Qin Shuang opened slightly. eye.



When she saw George Han’s long eyelashes right in front of her eyes, his hot lips were
on her lips, and she could even feel his breathing, Qin Shuang’s face was reddened and
she looked quietly and quietly. The man in front of him did not dare to speak out.

At this time, her heartbeat accelerated!

Qin Shuang was so close by a man for the first time, and it was the first time that Qin
Shuang was kissed by a man.

She ran into some fawns. At a loss, and a little lost.

Soon, George Han turned back and went to the spring. When he returned again with
water in his mouth, Qin Shuang quickly closed his eyes.

George Han stopped in front of him, and Qin Shuang’s breathing became even more
rapid. At this moment, George Han suddenly yelled happily: “Look, Senior Sister Qin
Shuang is much better, and her complexion is flushed.”

Qin Shuang couldn’t wait to find a hole to drill down at this time, which is ruddy, that is
obviously because of shyness and blushing!

Linlong nodded. When Qin Shuang opened his eyes, he had already seen it. Now that
he saw this scene, he could only smile and say, “It shows that the spring water is
working.”

George Han nodded, and then repeated the action more vigorously.

Qin Shuang became even more nervous when he was awake by George Han. If George
Han was not in a hurry to save someone, he would definitely find that Qin Shuang’s face
would be even more flushed every time he kissed him, and his eyebrows would be
slightly wrinkled.

She is nervous. There is another inexplicable feeling.

When George Han was about to feed water again, Qin Shuang finally couldn’t help but
opened his eyes: “Okay, George, I’m awake.”

If it were in good physical condition, Qin Shuang didn’t know how long or how many
times she would wait for him in silence, but her body was weak after all, and her whole
mouth was numb by George Han. Frequent kisses made her breathless.

Seeing Qin Shuang sober, George Han, who was kept in the dark, was overjoyed:
“Sister Qin Shuang, are you awake?”

Qin Shuang nodded awkwardly, thinking that if I didn’t wake up, I could be fainted by
you.

“Would you like some water?” George Han asked subconsciously.



After all, the first words of 10,000 patients wake up. I’m thirsty.

When Qin Shuang heard the water, he shook his head in a panic, “No…no more.”

“Good.” George Han nodded, then greeted Xiaobai and Linlong: “Let’s get on the road.”

Linlong nodded, and Xiaobai nodded, Qin Shuang looked at Xiaobai and Linlong in
wonder. She had seen Linlong, but she kept her eyes on Xiaobai.

“What is this…” Qin Shuang pointed at Xiaobai and asked, “Is your spiritual pet?”

George Han nodded. Qin Shuang smiled slightly: “It’s so cute.”

lovely? George Han sighed inwardly, if you knew that she was the Beastmaster with the
illusion of nihilism, you wouldn’t know if you still boasted, he would be cute.

“Right. Where are we going?” Qin Shuang asked.

George Han smiled: “Help you treat the illness.”

After speaking, George Han bent over. After Qin Shuang was stunned for a moment, his
face flushed slightly and he stepped on George Han’s back.

Carrying Qin Shuang on their backs, the two of them and the two beasts headed
towards a large mountain. On the way, George Han explained to Qin Shuang the
destination of the trip and the reason.

Qin Shuang shook his head again and again after hearing this: “We still don’t go. The
Beastmaster Forbidden Land has always been a forbidden land in the back mountain.
Even when the Forest of Hundred Beasts is completely open, no strangers should come
near it.”

Four Peaks have two forbidden areas, one is the Ciyun Cave that George Han entered
at the beginning, and the other is the forbidden area for the undead in the back
mountain.

Qin Shuang also heard Lin Mengxi mentioned it, saying that there was a suppression of
the Shocking Demon King, and it was so cloudy. If a disciple trespasses, it is very likely
to be eaten by Yin Qi.

The most important thing is that the head of the Void Sect has set a curse to prohibit the
sky thunder, anyone who intrudes or comes out. All will cause the thunder to fall into the
world, and be bombarded to leave nothing but powder.

Moreover, even if the forbidden curse is broken, there are still many organs inside.

For this. Xiao Bai knew well, otherwise, he would not give up rebirth, and directly chose
reincarnation.



But for George Han, as long as there is a chance, he will not let it go.

Chapter 1697

Soon, the group of people entered the mountain.

Standing at the foot of the mountain, looking up, there is a dilapidated temple in the
shade of the forest halfway up the mountain.

The temple has black bricks and red tiles, but it has been weather-proofed. Although the
outline is faintly visible, only the outline is left because of the age.

It was a kilometer away from the temple. Although it was noon at this time, George Han
could still feel the slightest coolness.

Qilin looked at George Han at this time, and said vigilantly: “This place is very evil, so be
careful, don’t accidentally lose your life, it will not be worth the loss.”

George Han felt it too. But there was a smile on his mouth: “There is no evil in the evil,
no one has an evil heart, go.”

With Qin Shuang on his back, George Han went up the mountain.

After more than an hour, George Han and others finally arrived before the ruined temple.
The temple was composed of three rooms. About five meters high, there is a plaque in
the center: Necropolis.

Standing in front of the temple, the cold screamed and went sneakily, Qin Shuang
couldn’t help shaking coldly, and George Han’s brows wrinkled tightly. This temple looks
simple and very simple, but in fact the undercurrent is surging.

Looking at this familiar place, Xiao Bai had many thoughts.

Thousands of years ago, he was here, fighting here with the old gang of Niubizong. The
battle lasted for three full days and three nights. The disciples of the Void Sect and the
corpses of the beasts piled up into mountains, and blood flowed into rivers. Due to Void
Sect’s crowded tactics, he and his wife gradually became weak and fell into a
disadvantage.

Afterwards, the Void Sect turned to attack his wife, causing the Queen of Beast to
retreat all the way, and the Beast King was distracted and fell into a trap. The Void Sect
sealed his body and lived here forever.

“This peak originally had only one back mountain, but after the war, there was one more
mountain here.” Xiaobai gave a wry smile.

Because the mountain under your feet is not a mountain at all!



It’s a huge grave!

That year, all the people and beasts who died in battle were buried here.

There are too many casualties. It was too late to bury them separately, so they could
only drop the graves of ten thousand people here, and suppress ten thousand souls and
the king of beasts on the grave. Just built this temple.

Xiaobai smiled coldly: “If you want to get a golden body, you have to enter the temple.”

George Han nodded, Qin Shuang lightly patted George Han on the back at this time.
Signaling him not to go in, this place is really wicked, and I always feel that something is
wrong.

George Han shook his head and left Qin Shuang outside the temple. At the same time,
he arranged for Linlong to protect Qin Shuang next to him. He took Xiao Bai and
stepped into the temple.

As soon as the temple door opened, the weather suddenly changed, and a gust of wind
came from the temple. There were bursts of ghost crying and wolf crying inside, and
George Han forced the energy in his body to stabilize his mind a little.

Step into the temple. The temple door closed with a bang, and Qin Shuang’s nervous
jade hands outside couldn’t help holding on to his clothes, his eyes full of worry.

At this time, George Han was also taken aback by the sudden closing of the temple door.
The room was pitch black, almost unable to see his fingers. After adapting to the light,
George Han used energy to create a fireball, and then he could roughly see the
surrounding situation.

The temple is very big. There are four big pillars, each of which is as wide as a person.
At the center of the temple, there is a statue of a god. George Han can’t recognize who
the god is. All he knew was that he had thick eyebrows, big eyes, a long green robe, and
a roar.

“Under the idol. That’s where the seal is.” Xiaobai said.

George Han nodded, and walked towards the idol without thinking.

Only halfway through, George Han suddenly felt that his back was getting heavier and
heavier. Every step he walked down, he would prevent the Buddha’s feet from being tied
with a heavy weight. It was difficult to get down and even more difficult to lift.

In just two steps, George Han’s whole body was already sweating, and Xiao Bai next to
him was not much better, so he screamed and withdrew directly into George Han’s
arms.



George Han looked around, but the surroundings were calm and there was no
fluctuation.

How is this going? !

George Han stopped. I tried to use my spiritual consciousness to perceive the
surroundings, but I didn’t get anything.

Seeing that the idol was only a dozen steps away from him, George Han found out. He
couldn’t get close at all, and if he went on, he would have to live and die.

Although I don’t know what’s going on. But intuition tells George Han that this matter is
not simple.

Soon, George Han raised the corner of his mouth slightly, and quickly divided the fireball
in his hand into four, and hit them towards the four pillars. After a while, George Han
was relieved and his whole person became much more relaxed.

After taking a few steps, George Han was suddenly in the middle of a vast ocean,
surrounded by water and nothing else.

George Han tried to swim a few times, but Fang Buddhism was pulled by people and
ghosts. No matter how hard he tried, he just swam in place, and the feeling of
suffocation became stronger.

George Han guessed what he was thinking, and swiftly hit the eight directions quickly.
After the waves cleared, George Han suddenly returned to the ancient temple.

“I understand.” George Han smiled very confidently.

It was also at this moment that the idol suddenly rumbling, and when George Han raised
his eyes to look at it, the idol at this time suddenly split into two.

“Sure enough.”

Chapter 1698

“Sixiang, gossip, then the next is Liangyi.”

After George Han smiled, he used the head of the idol on the left and the feet of the idol
on the right as Kun, looking behind the center line. A beam of energy directly urges the
past.

As soon as the attack arrived, the two idols turned into nothingness, and what appeared
in front of George Han was a big gossip.

With a light gossip, George Han walked inside slowly.



As soon as he entered, the smell of blood rushed over his face. In front of George Han,
there was a circular passage with a diameter of one meter, winding and winding. I don’t
know where to go.

As the feet walked up, there was some echo in the cave, like footsteps, or someone
whispering, or softly crying, or sighing.

But there were only three thousand people in the cave. I don’t know where the sound
came from, it seemed to be inside the cave, and it seemed to be behind George Han.

Because the inside of the cave was too dark, George Han had been pulling and
supporting the wall of the cave slowly to walk in, but after all the way, George Han felt
that his hands were strange.

Where he touched, the wall of the cave was very uneven, with the help of a fireball with
his hand, he could not help but let out a cold sweat.

It wasn’t a wall at all, or rather, it wasn’t an earth-rock structure above the wall, but a
muddy but very distorted face.

Some of them are smiling. Some shouted, some cried bitterly, like a group of loach,
burrowing between each other.

George Han is considered to be a very strong-minded person, but seeing this scene, he
almost vomited.

With this nausea, George Han stepped up to go deep into the cave.

After a while, George Han stopped suddenly, because at this moment he suddenly
noticed the burning ashes under his feet.

If the guess is correct, this should be when I took the fire to shine on the wall of the cave
earlier, because I was frightened, the fire shook a little, and it burned to the wall.

This means that I have been around for a long time. Still in the same way.

maze!

George Han frowned suddenly.

Then he smiled back and stopped leaving. Slowly sat in place.

A calm mind is natural. George Han put away all his distracting thoughts at this time and
entered a state of meditation.

After a while. Suddenly there was light in front of him, and George Han returned to the
temple again. It was just that although the current temple was the same as the one just
now, the brightness was completely at two extremes.



The cave is deep and winding, and the walls of the cave are full of human faces. Even
the boldest people, in that environment, are afraid and disgusting. Therefore, he must
want to leave there quickly.

But the more you escape, the more often you can’t escape.

Two instruments into one. George Han understood this truth in time, so he quickly held
his breath and concentrated his mind without distracting thoughts.

Although George Han is not a strong person, he is superior to ordinary people in terms
of character and spiritual will. In addition, George Han is extremely smart and has
various adventures. In the eyes of ordinary people, the four elephants, eight trigrams
and two instruments will become very difficult, but for George Han, it is just solving
problems.

“Golden body. Master, my golden body.”

Above the temple, a human-shaped skeleton stands there, the whole body is gold, tied
with red silk thread, and seven acupoints on the body are sealed by yellow symbols.

“Isn’t this a human?” George Han asked strangely.

“Master. I have cultivated to immortality, is it still difficult to imagine a figure?” Xiaobai
said.

George Han smiled suddenly: “So, you are an orc and will never be a slave. Unless you
provide food and shelter?”

Xiaobai looked at George Han dumbfounded. He didn’t understand, and didn’t bother to
understand. He pointed to the golden body and said, “I’ll take a look first.”

After speaking, Xiaobai rushed directly towards the golden body. As soon as he reached
the center of the four pillars, thunder was suddenly violent in the temple, and a purple
thunder suddenly fell from the roof and hit Xiaobai!

“boom!”

Although Xiao Bai was superhuman, he couldn’t dodge the sudden purple lightning, and
was shocked. He had no doubts. If this thunder hits him, he will immediately go to
reincarnation again.

But at this moment, George Han rushed forward suddenly. With the giant axe in his
hand, thunder and lightning fought against the giant axe immediately, and the huge
pressure suddenly caused George Han, who was wearing the giant axe, to sweat.

“Master!” Xiaobai glanced back. Seeing George Han carry the purple thunder for himself,
he was stunned for a while.



When he ran to this place, Xiao Bai did have his own abacus, that was, he tried to use
George Han to help him reach the temple and find the golden body. He sought the
golden body naturally not for Qin Shuang, but purely for his own strength.

With that powerful golden body and his own spiritual knowledge, even if he can’t restore
his heyday, he can at least become a master.

At that time, he could leave George Han and sit back on his own Beastmaster.

But Xiaobai, who thought he had gone through several institutions and was sure that
there would be nothing to do next, was too anxious to ignore that there were even
institutions in the temple.

And it’s a terrible sky thunder!

“Pangu Axe?” At this time, the high pitched voice suddenly heard in the temple.

The high-pitched voice was very loud, full of air, and could even walk around the temple
for a long time, and the echoes continued.

“Wizard of Tianzong, Wizard of Tianzong, this is really good fortune, I just waited for a
destined person, but I didn’t expect to wait for a master who can cross me, haha,
hahahaha!”
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